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"excellent Sons of Destiny entry"
The eight brothers, four sets of twins, were exiled to Nightfall Isle where women are
banned; For the most part they have been ignored by the powerful Katan Council of
Mages since their banishment; however recently the Council has learned that three
females have married three of the siblings (see THE MASTER, THE WOLF and THE
SWORD) and remained on the Isle with their soulmate. The Council fear that the
ancient prophesy is being fulfilled and debates their options before it is too late.
As the Council argues, the fourth-born sibling Evanor lost his magical abilities and
became mute during a war to free his sister-in-law from an evil mage. Healer Mariel
comes to Nightfall Isle accompanied by her son to help him regain his voice and to
live there. She gives him much more than just efforts to heal his vocal cords; she
gives him the magic of love.
Although each tale contains a complete saga focusing on one of the brothers, it
behooves the audience to start with the first book because Jean Johnson continues
her magical writing of increasingly more intricate details involving the Sons of
Destiny big picture. The current story is fast-paced and stars two likable
protagonists, but in some ways feels more like a middle tale (it is number four of
eight) as it sets the table for seemingly big showdowns. Still Evanor's entry is fun to
follow as he finds love the most powerful lyrical voice in the Johnson universe.

Summary
The fourth installment in the national bestselling Sons of Destiny series.
Eight brothers, born in four sets of twins, two years apart to the day—they fulfill the
Curse of Eight Prophecy, and are thus exiled to Nightfall Isle, in Jean Johnson's
"thoroughly romantic and wildly entertaining"* series.
Evanor lost his powers—and his voice—in a terrible battle that defeated his family's
greatest enemy and gave his sister-in-law her freedom. The advanced magical
healing that would restore his voice and powers is beyond their means—but not
beyond the ability of the lovely healer Mariel. Mariel can restore what was torn from
Evanor—and possibly repair her own broken heart in the process.

